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ON UNIFORMITY OF q-MULTIPLICATIVE SEQUENCES
AIHUA FAN AND JAKUB KONIECZNY
Abstract. We show that any q-multiplicative sequence which is oscillating
of order 1, i.e. does not correlate with linear phase functions e2piinα (α ∈ R), is
Gowers uniform of all orders, and hence in particular does not correlate with
polynomial phase functions e2piip(n) (p ∈ R[x]). Quantitatively, we show that
any q-multiplicative sequence which is of Gelfond type of order 1 is automat-
ically of Gelfond type of all orders. Consequently, any such q-multiplicative
sequence is a good weight for ergodic theorems. We also obtain combinatorial
corollaries concerning linear patterns in sets which are described in terms of
sums of digits.
1. Introduction
Let q ≥ 2 be an integer. A sequence f : N0 → S1 := {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} is said
to be q-multiplicative if for any integer t ∈ N0 and any integers m,n ∈ N0 with
m < qt and qt | n we have f(m + n) = f(m)f(n) [Gel68]. A typical example of
a q-multiplicative sequence is
(
e(αsq(n))
)
n≥0
where e(t) = e2πit, α is a real pa-
rameter and sq(n) is the sum of digits of n in its q-adic expansion. The classical
Thue–Morse sequence corresponds to α = 12 and q = 2. Combinatorial and num-
ber theoretic properties of such sequences have been extensively studied, both in
the case of the sum-of-digits function [MF67], [FM96a], [FM96b], [MS96], [MS97],
[DL01], [FM05], [MPS05], [DT06], [Hof07] and in the case of general q-multiplicative
sequences [Gel68], [Del72], [Coq75], [Coq76], [Coq77], [Coq80], [LM96], [IK01],
[IKL02], [Ka´t02], [ILW05], [Mau05], [MR05], [Ka´t09].
Note that if f is q-multiplicative then necessarily f(0) = 1 and the equality
f(m + n) = f(m)f(n) holds also under the weaker assumption that the sets of
positions where non-zero digits appear in expansions of m and n in base q are
disjoint. Hence, a q-multiplicative sequence f is uniquely described by its values
f(aqt) for 0 ≤ a < q and t ≥ 0, and
f (n) =
∞∏
t=0
f
(
n(t)qt
)
where n =
∞∑
t=0
n(t)qt, 0 ≤ n(t) < q.
Cesa`ro convergence of q-multiplicative sequences was studied by Delange [Del72].
As a straightforward consequence of results in [Del72, p. 292, The´ore`me 1], for any
q-multiplicative sequence f : N0 → S1 we have
(1) E
n<N
f(n) =
∏
t≤logqN
E
a<q
f(aqt) + o(1) as N →∞,
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where o(1) denotes an error term which tends to 0 as N → ∞. As a consequence
([Del72, The´ore`me 2]) the Cesa`ro mean of f is 0 unless
(2)
∞∑
t=0
(
1− Re E
a<q
f(aqt)
)
<∞.
In particular, the mean of f is 0 for (Lebesgue) almost all choices of the values
f(aqt). For many q-automatic sequences we have a much stronger estimate
(3) sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(nα)
∣∣∣∣≪ N−c
for a constant c > 0. Using the terminology introduced in [Fan17a], (3) means that
f is of Gelfond type with Gelfond exponent bounded by 1−c; this condition can be
construed as a weak notion of uniformity. Examples of q-multiplicative sequences
which are of Gelfond type include the Thue–Morse sequence and more generally all
non-periodic strongly q-multiplicative sequences (see Proposition 6.1 for details).
In this note, we show that as soon as a q-multiplicative sequence obeys condition
(3), it exhibits uniformity of higher order. Our first result is the following uniform
estimate on trigonometric polynomials having a q-multiplicative sequence as coef-
ficients. Note that if f is q-multiplicative then so is the sequence n 7→ f(n)e(αn),
but this is no longer the case for the sequence n 7→ f(n)e(p(n)) when p has degree
larger than 1.
Theorem A. Let f : N0 → S1 be a q-multiplicative sequence of Gelfond type (cf.
(3)). Then for any d ≥ 1 there exists cd > 0 such that
(4) sup
p∈R[x]
deg p≤d
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(p(n))
∣∣∣∣≪ N−cd .
In fact, we shall prove a stronger statement, which concerns an estimate for the
Gowers norms of q-multiplicative sequences.
Theorem B. For any integer s ≥ 2 there exists a constant κs > 0 such that the
following holds. Let f : N0 → S1 be a q-multiplicative sequence. Then
(5) ‖f‖Us[N ] ≪ ‖f‖κsU2[N ] .
In particular (with the same notation as above) if f is of Gelfond type then
‖f‖Us[N ] ≪ N−c
′
s and (4) holds for some constants c′s, cd > 0. Moreover, if
(6) E
n<N
f(n)e(nα)→ 0 as N →∞ for any α ∈ R.
then the convergence is automatically uniform in α (see Lemma 2.3) whence f is
Gowers uniform of order 2 (see Section 2 for connection between Fourier transform
and uniformity norms) and consequently
‖f‖Us[N ] → 0 as N →∞ for any s ≥ 2.
Let us briefly outline the proof of Theorem B. Using similar ideas as in [Kon17],
we obtain recursive relations between Gowers norms of f of order s (and analogous
expressions) on intervals of length qL, L ≥ 0 (Lemma 3.1, this can be compared
with (1)). A new phenomenon we have to deal with is that it is possible that at
some steps of the recurrence the norm does not decrease. The key idea for dealing
with this lack of cancellation is to apply an inverse theorem for Gowers uniformity
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norms to extract some polynomial behaviour of a suitable restriction of f . In fact,
since f is q-multiplicative, the only polynomials that it can resemble are the linear
ones (Proposition 4.1). Ultimately, we are able to conclude from this that if at a
given step in the recurrence the norm of order s does not decrease significantly then
nor does the norm of order 2. Consequently, the norms of order s and of order 2
have comparable order of magnitude (Proposition 5.1). A potentially interesting
feature of our argument is that we are able to avoid the powerful inverse theorem of
Green, Tao and Ziegler [GTZ12] and instead use the much simpler (both in proof
and in formulation) 99% variant.
As a consequence of Theorem A and Corollary 2 in [Fan17b], we get imme-
diately the following weighted ergodic theorem, which states that Gelfond type
q-multiplicative sequences are good weights for polynomial ergodic theorem. An
analogous result for more general q-multiplicative sequences and (linear) ergodic
theorem was obtained in [LMM94], see also [LM96]. Similar results for automatic
sequences were obtained in [EK18]. For more background on weighted ergodic
theorems and associated bibliography, we refer to [Fan17b] and [EK18].
Theorem C. Suppose that f : N0 → S1 is a q-multiplicative of Gelfond type (cf.
(3)). Then for any real polynomial p with p(N0) ⊂ N0, for any measure-preserving
dynamical system (X,B, T, µ) and any function F ∈ Lr(µ) (for some r > 1) we
have
(7) lim
N→∞
E
n<N
f(n)F (T p(n)x) = 0 for µ-a.a. x ∈ X.
Using standard tools of higher order Fourier analysis we can derive several com-
binatorial corollaries of Theorem B. In [MS17, Cor. 2.3], the authors show that any
finite sequence of ±1’s appears in the Thue–Morse sequence along an arithmetic
progression. A more detailed counting statement for the Thue–Morse sequence is
obtained in [Kon17]. Here we obtain a further generalisation.
Theorem D. Let α ∈ R \ Q and q ∈ N≥2. Then for any k ∈ N and any (non-
degenerate) intervals I0, . . . , Ik−1 ⊂ [0, 1) there exists an arithmetic progression
n, n + m, . . . , n + (k − 1)m of length k such that αsq(n + jm) mod 1 ∈ Ij for all
0 ≤ j < k.
Similarly, let Q ∈ N be coprime to q− 1. Then for any k and any r0, . . . , rk−1 ∈
[Q] there exists an arithmetic progression n, n + m, . . . , n + (k − 1)m of length k
such that sq(n+ jm) ≡ rj mod Q for all 0 ≤ j < k.
Moreover, in both of the above statements the number of such progressions con-
tained in [N ] grows proportionally to N2 as N → ∞ and all other parameters are
fixed.
While the derivation of the above statement follows from Theorem B by standard
methods, for the sake of completeness we include the proof in Section 6.
We also point out that there are not many explicit examples of sequences known
to be Gowers uniform of all orders. These examples include the Thue–Morse and
the Rudin–Shapiro sequences, see [Kon17] for extended discussion. Hence, Theorem
B can be of interest as a new source of such examples.
Notation. We use the standard asymptotic notation. For two quantities X and Y
(possibly dependent on some parameters) we write X = O(Y ) or X ≪ Y if there
exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that |X | ≤ cY . If c is allowed to depend on
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a quantity Z then we write X = OZ(Y ) or X ≪Z Y . If additionally |c| ≤ 1 we
write X = O˜(Y ).
We write N for the set of positive integers {1, 2, 3, . . .}, N≥s := {n ∈ N | n ≥ s}
and N0 := N∪ {0}. We shall also denote by S1 := {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} the set of com-
plex numbers of unit modulus. We use the shorthand [N ] := {0, 1, . . . , N−1} (which
is slightly non-standard), e(x) := e2πix and ‖x‖ := ‖x‖
R/Z := minn∈Z |n− x|.
For a finite set X , we shall say that a statement Φ(x) is true for ε-almost every
x ∈ X if the set of x such that Φ(x) fails has size ≤ ε |X |. Likewise, we shall say
that a statement Φ(n) is true for ε-almost every n ∈ N0 if the set of n for which
Φ(n) fails has upper asymptotic density ≤ ε. Here, the upper asymptotic density of
a set A ⊂ N0 is given by d¯(A) := lim supN |A ∩ [N ]| /N (lower asymptotic density
is defined similarly, with lim inf in place of lim sup).
For a function f defined on a finite set X , we write Ex∈Xf(x) or simply EXf for
1
|X|
∑
x∈X f(x). Accordingly, for a condition Φ(x) which holds true for at least one
x ∈ X , we write Ex∈X (f(x)|Φ(x)) for the expression Ex∈X(f(x)1Φ(x))/Px∈X(Φ(x))
where 1Φ(x) = 1 if Φ(x) is true and 1Φ(x) = 0 if Φ(x) is false and of course
Px∈X(Φ(x)) = Ex∈X(1Φ(x)). In particular, if ∅ 6= Y ⊂ X then Ex∈X (f(x)|x ∈ Y ) =
Ex∈Y f(x).
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an inspiration for this line of research and to Tamar Ziegler and Jakub Byszewski
for helpful discussions. The first author is supported by NSFC 11471132 and the
second author is supported by ERC grant ErgComNum 682150.
2. Background
Oscillating sequences. A sequence of complex numbers w = (wn)n≥0 ⊂ S1 is
said to be oscillating of order d (d ≥ 1 being an integer) if for any real polynomial
p of degree less than or equal to d we have
(8) lim
N→∞
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
wne(p(n)) = 0.
A sequence is said to be fully oscillating if it is oscillating of all orders. This
terminology was introduced in [Fan16, Fan17a] (the notion of oscillating sequence
of order 1 was earlier introduced in [FJ18] and we simply spoke of oscillating se-
quences) in order to extend the study of the Mo¨bius–Liouville randomness law to the
class of oscillating sequences. Examples of oscillating sequences were constructed
in [AJ17, EA17, Fan16, Fan17a, Fan18]. Shi [Shi17] proved that for Lebesgue al-
most all β > 1, the sequence (e(βn)) is a Chowla sequence, which is a strictly
stronger property than being oscillating of all orders. Indeed, any Chowla sequence
is orthogonal to all topological dynamical systems of zero entropy.
Following [Fan17a], we also introduce a property stronger than being an oscillat-
ing sequence. We shall say that w is a sequence of Gelfond type of order d if there
exists γd < 1 such that
(9) sup
p∈R[x]
deg p≤d
∣∣∣∣∣
N−1∑
n=0
wne(p(n))
∣∣∣∣∣≪ Nγd .
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Note that (9) can only hold for γd ≥ 12 . The infimum of all the values of γd such that
(9) holds is called the Gelfond exponent of order d. For the Thue–Morse sequence,
which is 2-multiplicative, Gelfond [Gel68] proved that the Gelfond exponent of order
1 is equal to log 3log 4 = 0.792481 · · · , and Gelfond property for all orders follows from
results in [Kon17], although the values of the Gelfond exponents remain unknown
for orders 2 and higher.
There are few results about the exact Gelfond exponents of sequences. However,
it is known that many q-multiplicative sequences are of Gelfond type of order 1. The
interest of Theorem A is that for q-multiplicative sequences, the Gelfond property
of order 1 implies automatically the Gelfond property of higher orders. As proved
in [Fan17a], once we prove the Gelfond property (9), we immediately get a weighted
ergodic theorem with weights w along polynomials p (see Theorem C).
Let us look at the generalized Thue–Morse sequences (t
(τ)
n ) defined by t
(τ)
n =
e(τs2(n)), τ ∈ [0, 1), which are 2-multiplicative. They define trigonometric polyno-
mials which can be written as trigonometric products
(10)
∣∣∣∣∣
2n−1∑
k=0
t
(τ)
k e(kα)
∣∣∣∣∣ = 2n
n−1∏
j=0
| cosπ(2jα+ τ)|.
The dynamics x 7→ 2x mod 1 on R/Z is then naturally involved. The condition
(3) is satisfied by (t
(τ)
n ) for any 0 < τ < 1 (τ = 0 gives rise to t
(0)
n = 1 and the
condition (3) is not satisfied) because
max
x
| cosπ(x + τ) cos π(2x+ τ)| < 1.
Mauduit, Rivat and Sa´rko¨zy [MRS17] showed the following better estimate
(11) sup
α
n−1∏
j=0
∣∣cosπ(2jα+ τ)∣∣ ≤ Dτ exp(−π2
20
‖τ‖n
)
where Dτ is a constant and ‖τ‖ denotes the distance from c to the nearest integer.
However, this estimate is not optimal. Recently it is proved in [FSS18] that the
Gelfond exponent of (t
(τ)
n ) is equal to 1 + log2 β(τ) where
β(τ) = sup
µ
∫
log | cosπ(x+ τ)|dµ(x)
(µ varying over all invariant measure under x 7→ 2x mod 1) and that the supremum
is attained at a (unique) Sturmian measure. A method is also provided in [FSS18]
to compute β(τ) for a large set of τ ’s. For example, we get the exact value
(12) β(τ) =
1
2
log
∣∣∣∣cosπ(13 + τ
)
cosπ
(
2
3
+ τ
)∣∣∣∣
for τ ∈ (0.43, 0.57). Similar formulas hold on other intervals of τ (see [FSS18] for
details).
We point out that arithmetic problems involving the sum of dyadic digits depend
on the estimates of Lp-norms of the trigometric polynomials in (10), see [Gel68,
MRS17, FM96c].
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Gowers uniformity norms. The uniformity norms ‖·‖Us[N ] were first introduced
by T. Gowers in his work on a (higher order) Fourier-analytic proof of Szemere´di’s
Theorem [Gow01]. Here we just give the basic facts; for an extensive background
we refer to [Gre] or [Tao12].
Let N be an integer, f : [N ] → C and s ∈ N. We denote by Π(N) the set of
s-dimensional parallelepipeds contained in [N ]:
Π(N) :=
{
~n ∈ Zs+1 ∣∣ 1ω · ~n ∈ [N ] for all ω ∈ {0, 1}s}
where we use the shorthand x · y = ∑i xiyi and 1ω = (1, ω1, ω2, . . . ) so that
1ω · ~n = n0 +ω1n1+ · · ·+ωsns. The uniformity norm of f of order s is defined by
(13) ‖f‖2sUs[N ] := E
~n∈Π(N)
∏
ω∈{0,1}s
C
|ω|f(1ω · ~n),
where C is the complex conjugation. One can show that ‖·‖Us[N ] is well defined
(i.e. the right hand side of (13) is always real and positive) and is indeed a norm
for s ≥ 2. (For s = 1, ‖f‖U1[N ] = |En<Nf(n)| is a seminorm). Additionally, we
have the nesting property
(14) ‖f‖U1[N ] ≪ ‖f‖U2[N ] ≪ ‖f‖U3[N ] ≪ . . . ,
as well as phase invariance
(15) ‖ϕf‖Us[N ] = ‖f‖Us[N ] , where ϕ(n) = e(p(n)), p ∈ R[x], deg p < s.
As a direct consequence of the above properties we have
sup
p∈R[x]
deg p<s
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(p(n))
∣∣∣∣ ≤ sup
p∈R[x]
deg p<s
‖f · e ◦ p‖Us[N ] = ‖f‖Us[N ]
In particular, Theorem A follows immediately from Theorem B.
It is often useful to bound the uniformity norms in terms of other norms which are
easier to study. The case s = 2 is particularly simple, since ‖f‖U2[N ] is essentially
equivalent to the supremum norm of the Fourier transform (see e.g. [GT08, Prop.
2.2]):
(16) sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(−nα)
∣∣∣∣≪ ‖f‖U2[N ] ≪ sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(−nα)
∣∣∣∣1/2 ‖f‖1/2∞ .
For p ≥ 1, we denote by ‖·‖Lp[N ] the Lp-norm corresponding to the normalised
counting measure on [N ]. It is shown in [ET12] that for any f : [N ]→ C we have
(17) ‖f‖Us[N ] ≪ ‖f‖Lp[N ] ,
where p = p(s) = 2s/(s+ 1).
Because the functions we work with behave well with respect to the expansion
in base q, it is more convenient to work with the norms ‖·‖Us[N ] when N is a power
of q. The following lemma is standard.
Lemma 2.1. For any s ≥ 2 there exists a constant λ > 0 such that for any η > 0
the following holds. Let f : N0 → S1 be any sequence and N,M ≥ 0 be integers with
ηM < N ≤M . Then we have ‖f‖Us[N ] ≪η ‖f‖λUs[M ].
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Proof. Let p = 2s/(s+1), δ = ‖f‖Us[M ]. By the nesting property (14) and (16) we
have
δ = ‖f‖Us[M ] ≫ ‖f‖U2[M ] ≫ sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<M
f(n)e(−nα)
∣∣∣∣≫ 1/√M,
where the last inequality follows from Parseval identity. Put H = ⌊δM⌋; we have
δM ≤ H ≪ δM . We will identify [M ] with Z/MZ and using Fourier analysis on
the latter group. Put h1 = 1[N ] ∗ 1[H] and h2 = 1[N ] − h1. Then by a standard
application of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and the Parseval identity we have
h1(n) =
∑
k<M
hˆ1(k)e(kn/M), with
∑
k<M
∣∣∣hˆ1(k)∣∣∣≪ 1/δ1/2.
It follows from the construction that |supph2| ≪ δM and ‖h2‖∞ ≪ 1, whence
‖h2‖Lp[M ] ≪ δ1/p. Using the phase-invariance and the triangle inequality we con-
clude that
‖f‖Us[N ] ≪
∥∥1[N ]f∥∥Us[M ] ≤ ∑
k<M
∣∣∣hˆ1(k)∣∣∣ ‖f‖Us[M ] + ‖h2‖Lp[M ] ≪ δ1/2 + δ1/p.
This gives the claim with the (non-optimal) constant λ = min(1/p, 1/2). 
For q-multiplicative sequences we have the following stronger version of the above
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. For any s ≥ 2 there exists a constant λ > 0 such that for any η > 0
the following holds. Let f : N0 → S1 be a q-multiplicative sequence and N,M ≥ 0
be integers with ηM < N ≤M/η. Then we have ‖f‖Us[N ] ≪η ‖f‖λUs[M ].
Proof. Note that for any integer L ≥ 0 we have ‖f‖Us[qL+1] ≤ q ‖f‖Us[qL]. Indeed,
letting Pa = aq
L + [qL] (0 ≤ a < q), which form a partition of [qL+1], and using
the triangle inequality and q-multiplicativity we find that
‖f‖Us[qL+1] ≤
q−1∑
a=0
‖1Paf‖Us[qL+1] ≤ q ‖f‖Us[qL] .
Pick L ≥ 0 and C = Oη(1) such that N ≤ qL+C and M ≥ qL. Then
‖f‖Us[N ] ≪η ‖f‖λUs[qL+C ] ≪η ‖f‖λUs[qL] ≪η ‖f‖λ
2
Us[M ] ,
where λ is the constant from Lemma 2.1. 
The criterion for U2-uniformity of a q-multiplicative sequence can be somewhat
simplified, as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. Let f : N0 → S1 be a q-multiplicative sequence and suppose that
(18) E
n<N
f(n)e(nα)→ 0 as N →∞ for any α ∈ R.
Then the convergence in (18) is uniform with respect to α, that is
(19) sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(nα)
∣∣∣∣→ 0 as N →∞.
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Proof. Suppose that the claim was false and pick ε ∈ (0, 1/2) and sequences Ni, αi
(i ≥ 0) such that Ni →∞ as i→∞ and
(20)
∣∣∣∣∣ En<Ni f(n)e(nαi)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε
for each i ≥ 0. Passing to a subsequence we may additionally assume that αi → α
as i→∞ for some α ∈ R. For any L ≥ 0 and any i large enough that Ni > 10qL/ε,
partitioning the average in (20) into intervals of length qL and a leftover part of
shorter length, and using the triangle inequality we conclude that
(21)
∣∣∣∣∣ En<qL f(n)e(nαi)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε/2.
Letting i→∞, we conclude that
(22) lim inf
L→∞
∣∣∣∣∣ En<qL f(n)e(nα)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε/2,
contradicting (18). 
We record a variant of the generalised von Neumann theorem (see [Gow01] for
a special yet representative case and [GT10] for a considerably more general state-
ment). A system of affine forms Ψ = (ψ1, . . . , ψt) : Z
d → Zt is said to have finite
complexity if there is no non-trivial linear combination αψi + βψj (α, β ∈ R with
(α, β) 6= (0, 0) and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t) which is a constant function.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that Ψ = (ψ1, . . . , ψt) : Z
d → Zt is a system of affine forms
with finite complexity, and let fi : [N ] → C be functions bounded in absolute value
by 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Then there exists s ≥ 1, dependent only on Ψ, such that
E
~n∈[N ]d
t∏
i=1
(1[N ]fi)(ψi(~n))≪ min
1≤i≤t
‖fi‖Us[N ] .
(Above, we denote by 1[N ]fi the function which coincides with f on [N ] and is
identically 0 elsewhere.) The optimal value of s has been the subject of detailed
investigation, see [GW10] as well as [Gow01] and [GT10], but its value will be
largely irrelevant to us.
It follows from the above discussion that polynomial phases f(n) = e(p(n)) with
p ∈ R[x] and deg p < s have maximal possible Gowers norms among 1-bounded
sequences: ‖f‖Us[N ] = 1. Roughly speaking, an inverse theorem for Gowers norms
asserts that, conversely, if f : [N ] → C is bounded by 1 and the norm ‖f‖Us[N ]
is large then f resembles a polynomial phase. Depending on how one interprets
“large” in the previous statement, there are several regimes which may be consid-
ered.
In the “100% variant” (following the terminology of Tao [Tao12]), we assume
that ‖f‖Us[N ] = 1. It is then a simple exercise to show that f(n) = e(p(n)) for
all n, where p ∈ R[x] and deg p < s as above. In principle, this (together with
some continuity arguments) would suffice to establish our main result, but the
reasoning is more elegant and intermediate steps yield stronger conclusions when
we instead use the “99% variant”. The following result can be obtained by the
methods developed in [AKK+03], for similar result see also [TZ10, Lem. 4.5]; see
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[GTZ12, p. 1234] or [Tao12, Prop. 1.5.1, Ex. 1.6.21] for reference to (essentially)
this statement.
Theorem 2.5. There exists a function h : R>0 → R>0 such that h(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0
and the following holds.
Suppose that ε > 0 and f : [N ] → C is bounded by 1 in absolute value and
‖f‖Us[N ] ≥ 1 − ε. Then there exists a polynomial phase g(n) = e(p(n)) where
p ∈ R[x] with deg p < s such that ‖f − g‖L1[N ] ≤ h(ε).
Lastly, we mention the “1% variant” of the inverse theorem, due to Green, Tao
and Ziegler [GTZ12] (see also [BTZ10], [TZ10], [TZ12]). It asserts, in rough terms,
that if ‖f‖Us[N ] ≥ ε for some ε > 0 then f correlates with a (s−1)-step nilsequence
of bounded complexity. Because this result is beside the scope of the present paper,
we do not go into more detail, and refrain even from precisely defining the terms
appearing in the previous statement.
3. Recursive relations
Convention. Throughout this and subsequent sections, we treat the basis q ≥ 2
and the order of the Gowers norm s ≥ 2 as fixed, and we allow all constants —
implicit and explicit alike — to depend on both q and s without further mention.
In particular, wherever we write O(·), we really mean Oq,s(·).
For a function f : N0 → C, r ∈ N2s0 and L ∈ N0 we define
A(f, r, L) := E
~n∈Π(qL)
∏
ω∈{0,1}s
C
|ω|f(1ω · ~n+ rω),
where C is the complex conjugation. Hence, A(f,0, L) = ‖f‖2sUs[qL]. Our goal
is, roughly speaking, to show that A(f, r, L) are small if f is q-multiplicative and
oscillating. Recall that by Lemma 2.2, in order to prove Theorem B it is enough to
deal with the case N = qL.
For any function f : N0 → C and l ≥ 0, denote by Slf the q-multiplicative
function given by Slf(n) = f(qln). The following approximate recurrence expresses
A(f, r, L) in terms of shorter averages A(Slf, r′, L− l). To make notation slightly
less burdensome, we shall use Iverson bracket notation, where for a statement φ,JφK = 1 if φ is true and JφK = 0 if φ is false.
Lemma 3.1. Let f : N0 → S1 be q-multiplicative, r ∈ N2s0 and L, l ∈ N with l ≤ L.
Then
(23) A(f, r, L) =
∑
r
′∈N2
s
0
A(Slf, r′, L− l)W (l)(f, r, r′) +O(q−(L−l)),
where only finitely many terms in the sum are non-zero and
(24) W (l)(f, r, r′) = E
~e∈[ql]s+1
∏
ω∈{0,1}s
C
|ω|f(1ω · ~e mod ql)
r
δ(l)(r, ~e) = r′
z
,
with δ(l)(r, ~e) ∈ N2s0 given by
(25) δ(l)(r, ~e)ω =
⌊
1ω · ~e+ rω
ql
⌋
.
Proof. This follows by essentially the same argument as [Kon17, Lemma 2.1] (see
also [Kon17, Lemma 3.1]). 
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Remark. We will be interested only in r such that 0 ≤ rω ≤ s for all ω ∈ {0, 1}s.
Note that for such r, if δ(l)(r, ~e) = r′ for some l ≥ 0 and ~e ∈ [ql]s+1 then also
r′ω ≤
⌊
(s+ 1)(ql − 1) + s
ql
⌋
= s for all ω ∈ {0, 1}s.
The coefficients W (l)(f, r, r′) given by (24) are reminiscent of Gowers uniformity
norms. We will be especially interested in W (l)(f,0,0′), which can more simply be
written as
(26) P
~e∈[ql]s+1
(
s∑
i=0
ei < q
l
)
E
~e∈[ql]s+1
 ∏
ω∈{0,1}s
C
|ω|f(1ω · ~e)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s∑
i=0
ei < q
l
 .
Note that the average in (26) is not quite the same as the average defining ‖f‖2sUs[ql]
in (13). Indeed, while the two averages contain the same collection of terms, there is
a slight difference caused by the existence of degenerate cubes. For instance, if s = 2
then the terms f(0)f¯(1)2f(2) and f(0)2f¯(0)2 appear with the same multiplicity in
the average in (26), but with different multiplicities in the average in (13). In the
following lemma we circumvent this technical issue.
Lemma 3.2. Let N ≥ 0, ε > 0 and f : N0 → S1. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(i) ‖f‖Us[N ] ≥ 1−O(ε),
(ii) ReE~e∈[N ]s+1
(∏
ω∈{0,1}s C
|ω|f(1ω · ~e)
∣∣∣∑si=0 ei < N) ≥ 1−O(ε).
Remark. The equivalence in the above lemma should be understood in the follow-
ing sense: If (i) holds with a certain constant C1 implicit in the O-notation, then
(ii) holds with some other implicit constant C2 = C2(C1), and conversely if (ii)
holds with implicit constant C′2 then (i) holds with some other implicit constant
C′1 = C
′
1(C
′
2). We do not claim (nor expect) that there exists a choice of the implicit
constants C∗1 , C
∗
2 such that the two resulting statements are precisely equivalent.
Proof. For an (s+1)-tuple of integers ~n = (ni)
s
i=0, denote by F (~n) = (1ω · ~n)ω∈{0,1}s
the corresponding parallelepiped. For any j with 1 ≤ j ≤ s, we may consider
the “reflection” along the j-th principal axis which maps F (~n) to F (~n′) where
n′0 = n0 + nj, n
′
j = −nj and n′i = ni for i 6= 0, j. Note that such reflection does
not alter the set of vertices of the parallelepiped, merely their ordering.
Consider an equivalence relation ∼ on the set of all parallelepipeds (with integer
coordinates) where two parallelepipeds F (~n) and F (~n′) are equivalent if and only
if one can be obtained from the other by an even number of reflections. Denote by
P the family of equivalence classes of parallelepipeds with vertices in [N ], and for
an equivalence class P := [F (~n)]∼ ∈ P let P¯ denote the equivalence class of the
reflection of F (~n) along one of the principal axes, and let f(P ) :=
∏
ω C
|ω|f(1ω ·nω).
It is standard to check that these definitions are well posed and f([P¯ ]) = f([P ]).
Denote by µ (resp. ν) the probability measure on P such that µ(P ) is the prob-
ability that [F (~n)]∼ = P if the coordinates ni are chosen independently uniformly
at random from (−N,N) ∩ Z (resp. from [0, N) ∩ Z) subject to the condition that
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all vertices of F (~n) lie in [N ]. This is set up so that
(27) ‖f‖2sUs[N ] = E
~n∈Π(N)
 ∏
ω∈{0,1}s
C
|ω|f(1ω · ~n)
 = ∑
P∈P
µ(P )f(P )
and similarly
(28) E
~n∈[N ]s+1
 ∏
ω∈{0,1}s
C
|ω|f(1ω · ~n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s∑
i=0
ni < N
 = ∑
P∈P
ν(P )f(P ).
Additionally, it follows from the construction that µ(P ) = µ(P¯ ). Unfortunately,
ν does not enjoy this symmetry, so we introduce ν˜(P ) := (ν(P ) + ν(P¯ ))/2.
For any parallelepiped F (~n) there is precisely one parallelepiped F (~n′) which
can be obtained from F (~n) by reflections such that n′i ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Conversely, since the reflections commute, every ~n′ corresponds to 2r choices of ~n
where 0 ≤ r ≤ s depends on the number of i such that n′i = 0. It follows that there
exists a constant C (actually, we can take C = 2s) such that for all P ∈ P we have
(29) 1/C ≤ µ(P )/ν˜(P ) < C.
Having set up the notation, we can equivalently write (i) as
(30)
∑
P∈P
µ(P ) (1− Re f(P )) = O(ε).
Note that we can freely replace f(P ) with Re f(P ) because of symmetry of µ.
Similarly, (ii) is equivalent to
(31)
∑
P∈P
ν˜(P ) (1− Re f(P )) = O(ε),
where we similarly note that we could replace ν with ν˜ because Re f(P ) = Re f(P¯ ).
It remains to note that conditions (30) and (31) are equivalent (up to the a factor
of C in the implicit constant) because of (29). 
The absolute values of the weights W (l)(f, r, r′) appearing in (23) for any choice
of f and r sum to at most 1; indeed, by the triangle inequality we have
(32)
∑
r
′∈N2
s
0
∣∣∣W (l)(f, r, r′)∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
r
′∈N2
s
0
P~e∈[ql]s+1
(
δ(l)(r, ~e) = r′
)
= 1.
Recall that by Lemma 3.2, an improvement over the trivial bound
∣∣W (l)(f, r, r′)∣∣ ≤
P
(
δ(l)(0, ~e) = 0
)
is equivalent to a comparable improvement over the trivial bound
‖f‖Us[ql] ≤ 1. The following proposition shows how such an improvement translates
into a bound on A(f, r, L).
Proposition 3.3. There exist constants l0 ∈ N and c > 0 such that the following
is true. Suppose that f : N0 → S1 is q-multiplicative and that Ki ≥ 0 and εi > 0
(i ≥ 0) are sequences with K0 = 0, Li := Ki+1 −Ki ≥ l0 and
(33)
∥∥SKif∥∥
Us[qLi ]
≤ 1− εi for all i ≥ 0.
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Then for any M ≥ 0, any K ≥ KM and any r ∈ N2s0 with 0 ≤ rω ≤ s for all
ω ∈ {0, 1}s it holds that
(34) A(f, r,K)≪ exp
(
−c
M−1∑
i=0
εi
)
.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, rescaling εi by a constant factor we may assume that for all
i ≥ 0 we have
(35) Re E
~e∈[qLi ]s+1
 ∏
ω∈{0,1}s
C
|ω|SKif(1ω · ~e mod qLi)
∣∣∣∣∣∣δ(Li)(0, ~e) = 0
 ≤ 1− εi
Applying the recursive formula (23) from Lemma 3.1 with L = K and l = K−KM
we see that it will suffice to show the estimate (34) with K = KM . Fix the value
of M and put
B1(i) = max
r
∣∣A(SKif, r,KM −Ki)∣∣(36)
B0(i) = A(S
Kif,0,KM −Ki) =
∥∥SKif∥∥2s
Us[qKM−Ki ]
,(37)
where the maximum runs over r ∈ N2s0 with 0 ≤ rω ≤ s. Note that 0 ≤ B0(i) ≤
B1(i) ≤ 1 for all i ≥ 0, and that crucially in (37) there is no absolute value. Our
aim is to show that B1(0)≪ exp
(
−c∑M−1i=0 εi).
Provided that l0 is large enough, it follows directly from (25) there exists a
constant ρ > 0 such that
(38) P
~e∈[ql]s+1
(
δ(l)(r, ~e) = 0
)
≥ ρ
for all l ≥ l0 and all r as above. Hence, applying (23) with L = KM − Ki and
l = Li for any i ≥ 0 we obtain
B1(i) ≤ (1− ρ)B1(i+ 1) + ρB0(i+ 1) +O(q−(KM−Ki+1))(39)
B0(i) ≤ (1− ρεi)B1(i+ 1) +O(q−(KM−Ki+1)).(40)
Combining the two estimates (39) and (40), we conclude that
B1(i) ≤ (1− ρ2εi+1)B1(i + 2) +O(q−(KM−Ki+2)).(41)
Let k ≤M be an index to be optimised in the course of the argument. Applying
(41) to even i with 0 ≤ i < k − 2 and using the bound 1 − x ≤ e−x, we conclude
that
B1(0)≪ exp
−ρ2 ∑
j<k/2
ε2j
+O(q−(KM−Kk)).(42)
Similarly, taking odd i in the same range 0 ≤ i < k − 2 we obtain
B1(0)≪ B1(1)≪ exp
−ρ2 ∑
j<k/2
ε2j+1
 +O(q−(KM−Kk)).(43)
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Combining (42) and (43) and using the estimate KM − Kk ≥ (M − k)l0 we
conclude that
B1(0)≪ exp
(
−ρ
2
2
∑
i<k
εi
)
+ exp (−(M − k)l0 log q) .(44)
Pick k such that
∑
i<k εi =
1
2
∑
i<M εi + O(1) (which is always possible since
εi < 1). Then M − k ≥ 12
∑
i<M εi −O(1). Hence, (44) yields
B1(0)≪ exp
(
−c
∑
i<M
εi
)
,(45)
where we may further specify c = ρ2/4. 
It follows from the above result that, roughly speaking, for a q-multiplicative
sequence f : N0 → S1 the uniformity norms ‖f‖Us[N ] are small unless the norms∥∥SKf∥∥
Us[qL]
are almost always close to 1 (for, say, bounded L and arbitraryK). In
the latter case, inspired by the terminology introduced by A. Granville [Gra09], we
will informally say that f is “pretentious” (since it “pretends” to be a polynomial
phase). In the subsequent section, we shall study such “pretentious” functions in
considerable detail.
4. Pretentious q-multiplicative functions
In this section, we obtain a description of “pretentious” q-multiplicative se-
quences, which are introduced towards the end of the previous section. As dis-
cussed in Section 2, 1-bounded sequences with near-maximal Gowers norms behave
approximately like polynomial phases. In the following proposition, we show that
the only q-multiplicative sequences which behave approximately like polynomial
phases are essentially equal to linear phases.
Proposition 4.1. There exist constants ε0 > 0, δ0 > 0 and L0 > 0 such that the
following holds.
Suppose that f : N0 → S1 is q-multiplicative, p ∈ R[x] with deg p < s and
(46) f(n) = e(p(n) + O˜(ε)) for δ-almost all n < qL,
for some ε < ε0, δ < δ0 and L ≥ L0. Then there exist α ∈ R and b ∈ Q[x] such
that b(n) mod 1 is periodic with a period qO(1) and
(47) f(n) = e(αn+ β + b(n) +O(ε)) for δ-almost all n < qL.
Proof. Write p(x) =
∑s−1
j=0 αjx
j . We first show by a downwards induction on
d ∈ {2, 3, . . . , s− 1} that αd takes the form αd = ηd+ ad/Qd where ηd = O(ε)/qdL,
ad ∈ Z and Qd is recursively given by Qs = 1 and Qd = d!q(d−1)d/2Qd+1. Letting
αs = 0, the statement is vacuously true for d = s.
For a set I ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , L − 1}, denote by FI the set of integers n < qL with
expansions n =
∑
l<L n
(l)ql such that n(l) = 0 for all l ∈ I, and let mI =
∑
l∈I q
l.
Let J ⊂ {0, . . . , L − 1} be any fixed set with |J | = d. Then for 2dqdδ-almost all
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n ∈ FJ it holds that
1 =
∏
I⊂J
C
|I|
(
f(n)
∏
l∈I
f(ql)
)
=
∏
I⊂J
C
|I|f(n+mI)(48)
= e
(∑
I⊂J
(−1)|I|p(n+mI) +O(ε)
)
.(49)
(Note that the first equality holds by inclusion-exclusion principle and is only true
when d ≥ 2. The last equality is the only one which does not holds for all n, and
it fails for at most 2dδqL choices of n by the union bound.) Letting
q(n) =
∑
I⊂J
(−1)|I|p(n+mI),
we conclude that ‖q(n)‖ = O(ε) for 2dqdδ-almost all n ∈ FJ . Note also deg q < s
so
(50)
s∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
s
j
)
q(n+ jh) = 0 for any h ∈ Z.
It is elementary to show that given n ∈ FI there exist ≫ qL choices of h ∈ Z such
that n + jh ∈ FI for 1 ≤ j ≤ s. (One way to construct such h is as follows. Set
k =
⌊
logq s+ 10
⌋
. For each l ∈ J∪{L−1}, if J∩[l−k, l) 6= ∅ let l′ = maxJ∩[l−k, l)
the element of J preceding l; else let l′ = max(l − k, 0). If n(l−1) ≤ q/2 then set
h(l) = h(l−1) = . . . h(l
′+1) = 0. Otherwise, if n(l−1) > q/2 then set h(l) = h(l−1) =
. . . h(l
′+1) = q − 1. The remaining digits h(l) for 0 ≤ l < L are arbitrary. If
h ≥ qL/2, replace it with h− qL. We have specified fewer than d(logq s+10) digits
of h, so the number of h thus constructed is at least qL−10d/sd ≫ qL.)
On the other hand, for O(δ)-almost all h ∈ [−qL/2, qL/2] it holds for each
1 ≤ j ≤ s that if n + jh ∈ FI then ‖q(n+ jh)‖ = O(ε). Hence, if δ0 is small
enough in terms of implicit constants above, there is at least one h such for each
1 ≤ j ≤ s it holds that n+ jh ∈ FI and ‖q(n+ jh)‖ = O(ε). It follows from (50)
that ‖q(n)‖ = O(ε) for all n ∈ FJ , provided that δ0 is small enough (in terms of
s). In particular,
(51) ‖q(0)‖ =
∥∥∥∥∥∑
I⊂J
(−1)|I|p(mI)
∥∥∥∥∥ = O(ε).
Using the inductive assumption we see that
(52)
∑
I⊂J
(−1)|I|p(mI) = d!q
∑
l∈J
lαd+
∑
j>d
aj
Qj
∑
I⊂J
(−1)|I|mjI+
∑
j>d
ηj
∑
I⊂J
(−1)|I|mjI .
Note that the terms of degree < d cancel out by elementary algebra and the
inclusion-exclusion principle.
In (52), the first term is the main contribution, the second one can be ignored
after multiplying by Qd+1 and the third one is a negligible error term and can be
bounded by O(ε). Combining (52) with (51) we thus conclude that
(53) qk(J)Qdαd = O(ε) mod 1,
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where k(J) =
∑
l∈J l−d(d−1)/2. For any choice of J we have 0 ≤ k(J) ≤ dL−d2,
and conversely for any k in this range there exists J such that k(J) = k. Hence,
(54) qkQdαd = O(ε) mod 1 for any k with 0 ≤ k ≤ dL− d2.
Using (54) inductively for all k in the prescribed range and assuming that ε0
is small enough that the error term in (54) is strictly less than 1/q2 we conclude
that Qdαd = O(ε/q
dL), whence we have the decomposition αd = ad/Qd + ηd with
ηd = O(ε/q
dL).
Combining the coefficients ad/Qd and ηd to form polynomials b
′(n) and η′(n)
respectively, we obtain the decomposition
(55) p(n) = α0 + α1n+ b
′(n) + η′(n).
The bound ‖η′(n)‖ = O(ε) for n < qL follows directly from the bounds on the
coefficients ηd. Moreover, b
′(n) is a rational polynomial with denominator which
divides Q2 and no constant and linear term; in particular b
′(n) mod 1 is Q2-periodic
and b′(0) = 0.
Our next step is to modify b′(n) by adding a linear term in such a way that
the resulting function has a period which is a power of q. To achieve this goal,
we first show that e(b′(n)) is q-multiplicative. Let n1, n2 ≥ 0 be arbitrary integers
having non-zero digits at disjoint sets of positions in base q. Pick n′1, n
′
2 ≥ 0
such that n′1 + n
′
2 is minimised, subject to the conditions that n
′
1 ≡ n1 mod Q2,
n′2 ≡ n2 mod Q2 and n′1, n′2 have non-zero digits at disjoint sets of positions. Note
that n′1, n
′
2 = O(1) and denote the set of positions where non-zero digits appear in
n′1+ n
′
2 by J . Repeating the reasoning used to establish (48), we conclude that for
O(δ)-almost all n ∈ FJ it holds that
(56) b′(n+ n′1 + n
′
2)− b′(n+ n′1)− b′(n+ n′2) + b′(n) = O(ε) (mod 1).
In particular, assuming that L0 is large enough and δ0 is small enough (in absolute
terms), we conclude that (56) holds for at least one n ≡ 0 mod Q2, meaning that
(57) b′(n′1 + n
′
2)− b′(n′1)− b′(n′2) = O(ε) (mod 1).
Since the expression on the left hand side of (57) is rational with denominator
≤ Q2 = O(1), so provided that ε0 is chosen small enough (57) implies an exact
equality
(58) b′(n1 + n2) = b
′(n′1 + n
′
2) = b
′(n′1) + b
′(n′2) = b
′(n1) + b
′(n2) (mod 1).
Since n1, n2 were arbitrary, it follows that e(b
′(n)) is q-multiplicative. Let P be the
period of b′(n) mod 1, and write P as P = P0P1 where P0 divides a power of q and
P1 is coprime to q. We have the Fourier expansion:
(59) e(b′(n)) =
P0−1∑
k0=0
P1−1∑
k1=0
c(k0, k1)e(n(k0/P0 + k1/P1)).
The coefficients c(k0, k1) can be recovered by the usual formula
c(k0, k1) = lim
N→∞
E
n<N
e(b′(n))e(−n(k0/P0 + k1/P1)).
On the other hand, since e(b′(n)) is q-multiplicative, for any l ∈ N0 and γ ∈ R we
have
(60) E
n<ql
e(b′(n)− γn) =
∏
i<l
E
a<q
e(b′(aqi)− γaqi).
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In particular, if c(k0, k1) 6= 0 then for any a < q we have
(61) b′(aql)− aqlk1/P1 → 0 (mod 1) as l→∞.
We claim that there exists at most one choice of k1 for which (61) holds. Oth-
erwise, there would exist distinct k1, k
′
1 < P1 such that
∥∥ql(k1 − k′1)/P1∥∥ ≤ 1/q2
for l large enough. This is only possible if the denominator of (k1 − k′1)/P1 divides
a power of q, which is absurd. Fix the value k1 for which (61) holds (at least
one such value exists since e(b(n)) 6= 0). Letting b(x) = b′(x) − (k1/P1)x we con-
clude from (59) that b(n) mod 1 is P0-periodic. To obtain (47), it remains to put
α = α1 + k1/P1 and β = α0. 
Corollary 4.2. There exist a constant l0 ≥ 0 and a function h : R>0 → R>0 with
h(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0 such that the following holds.
Suppose that f : N0 → S1 is q-multiplicative and ‖f‖Us[qL] > 1−ε for some ε > 0
and L ≥ l0. Then there exist α, β ∈ R such that
(62) f(n) = e(nα+ β +O(h(ε))) for h(ε)-almost all n with n < qL and ql0 | n.
Proof. Note that we may assume that ε is arbitrarily small in absolute terms, else
(62) is vacuously true for a suitable choice of h. It follows from the “99% variant” of
the Inverse Theorem for Gowers norms (Theorem 2.5) that there exists a polynomial
p ∈ R[x] with deg p < s such that
(63) f(n) = e(p(n) +O(δ)) for δ-almost all n < qL,
where δ = δ(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0. By Proposition 4.1 we have
(64) f(n) = e(αn+ b(n) +O(δ)) for δ-almost all n < qL,
where α ∈ R and b(n) = 0 for n with ql0 | n, provided that that l0 is sufficiently
large and ε is sufficiently small. 
Remark 4.3. The above Corollary 4.2 can also be construed as the “99% variant”
of Theorem B. For future reference, we note that in said corollary, if ε is sufficiently
small in terms of L, then (62) holds for all n in the prescribed range (rather than
almost all). This can be construed as a (slight strengthening of) the “100% variant”
of Theorem B.
5. The end of the chase
We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem B. The main missing ingredient
is contained in the following proposition. The proof of Theorem B is immediate by
combining the following Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 2.2.
Proposition 5.1. There exists a constant κ > 0 such that for any q-multiplicative
sequence f : N0 → S1 and any L ≥ 0 it holds that
(65) ‖f‖Us[qL] ≪ ‖f‖κU2[qL] .
Proof. Our strategy is to construct a partition N0 =
⋃∞
i=0 Ii of the positive integers
into a sequence of intervals Ii = [Ki,Ki + Li) such that for any m ≥ 0 and any
integer K ∈ Im we have a lower bound
(66) ‖f‖U2[qK ] ≥ sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣∣ En<qK f(n)e(−nα)
∣∣∣∣∣≫ exp(−Cm),
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as well as an upper bound on the Gowers norms
(67) ‖f‖Us[qK ] ≪ exp(−cm)
for some constants C, c > 0. Then (65) will follow (66) and (67) with κ = c/C.
Minor technical complications arise when ‖f‖U2[qL] fails to tend to 0 as L →
∞. In this case instead of an infinite partition of N0 we could consider a finite
one N0 =
⋃imax
i=0 Ii. While the argument can be adapted almost verbatim to that
situation, in order to simplify the notation we proceed differently. Note that (65)
does not depend on the values f(n) with n ≥ qL. Hence, we may replace f by a
q-multiplicative function such that f(aql) = −1 for 1 ≤ a < q and l ≥ L (it follows
from [Gel68] that the resulting function has ‖f‖U2[qL] → 0 as L → ∞; here, we
crucially use the fact that the implicit constant in (65) does not depend on f).
Let δ > 0 be a small parameter to be specified in the course of the proof, let l0
be the constants appearing in Corollary 4.2. We put K0 = 0 and once Ki has been
defined we choose Li to be the least integer such that there exists no α, β ∈ R such
that
(68)
SKif(n) = e(nqKiα+ β + O˜(δ)) for δ-almost all n with n < qLi and ql0 | n.
By construction, Li > l0, else (68) is vacuously true for α = 0. Also, Li is well
defined because
∥∥SKif∥∥
U2[qL]
→ 0 as L→∞. Next, we put Ki+1 = Ki + Li.
We consider the upper bound (67) first since the definitions are set up so that
this step is simpler. It follows from Corollary 4.2 and the definition of the sequence
Li that there exists a parameter ε = ε(δ) > 0 such that
(69)
∥∥SKif∥∥
Us[qLi ]
< 1− ε
for all i ∈ N0. Hence, Proposition 3.3 implies that there is a constant c = c(ε) > 0
such that (67) holds for all K ≥ Km.
To obtain the lower bound (66) we further refine the partition N0 =
⋃∞
i=0 Ii by
setting
K ′i := Ki + l0, L
′
i := Li − l0 − 1 ≥ 0,(70)
I ′i := [K
′
i,K
′
i + L
′
i) = [Ki + l0,Ki+1 − 1)(71)
Ji := [K
′
i − l0 − 1,K ′i) = [Ki − 1,Ki + l0).(72)
for i ≥ 1. Additionally, for i = 0 we use the same definitions (70) and (71) and
instead of (72) we put J0 = [0,K
′
0). This is set up so that N0 =
⋃∞
i=0 Ji ∪ I ′i , the
lengths of Ji are bounded (indeed, they all have lengths l0 + 1 or l0) and for each
i ≥ 0 it follows from how Li are defined that there exist αi, βi ∈ R such that
(73) SK
′
if(n) = e(nqK
′
iαi + βi + O˜(δ)) for δ-almost all n < q
L′i .
(Note that existence of such αi is trivial if L
′
i = 0.)
Fix an integer M ≥ 0. Our strategy is to combine the information encoded in
αi for all intervals Ii to construct α ∈ R satisfying (66) for all m < M and K ∈ Im.
Recall that
(74)
∣∣∣∣∣ En<qK f(n)e(−nα)
∣∣∣∣∣ = ∏
l<K
∣∣∣∣∣Ea<q f(aql)e(−aqlα)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
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Hence, it will suffice to ensure the following two conditions hold:∏
l∈Ji
∣∣∣∣∣Ea<q f(aql)e(−aqlα)
∣∣∣∣∣ = exp(−O(1)),(75)
∏
l∈I′
i
∣∣∣∣∣Ea<q f(aql)e(−aqlα)
∣∣∣∣∣ = exp(−O(1)).(76)
We shall construct α = 0.α(0)α(1)α(2) . . . digit by digit and show that it satisfies
(75) and (76). The digits appearing at positions exceeding KM will not play a
significant role, and for concreteness we set α(l) = 0 for l ≥ KM − 1. For l ∈ I ′i
with i < M , in the regime relevant for (76) f behaves like e(nαi), which motivates
us to set α(l) = α
(l)
i (strictly speaking, for technical reasons we will need to modify
this slightly, but for the sake of clarity we leave the definition as it is and explain
the modification later). We construct the remaining digits in a descending order.
If l ∈ Ji with i < M and α(k) have been constructed for k > l then it follows from
Parseval’s identity that we may choose α(l) such that
(77)∣∣∣∣∣Ea<q f(aql)e(−aqlα)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
E
b<q
∣∣∣∣∣Ea<q f(aql)e(− a(qlα+ b/q))
∣∣∣∣∣
2
1/2 = q−1/2 = exp(−O(1)).
(Note that the expressions above are independent of the digits of α at positions
< l.) Since the intervals Ji have bounded lengths, (75) follows directly from (77)
(in fact, the left hand side of (75) is ≥ q−(l0+1)/2). It remains to verify (76).
Fix i < M and put γ = qK
′
i(α− αi). If follows from (73) that∣∣∣∣∣∣
∏
l∈I′
i
(
E
a<q
f(aql)e(−aqlα)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ En<qL′i f(nqK
′
i)e(−nqK′iα)
∣∣∣∣∣∣(78)
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣ En<qL′i e(−nγ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+O(δ)(79)
=
∣∣∣∣∣ 1− e(qL
′
iγ)
qL
′
i(1− e(γ))
∣∣∣∣∣+O(δ) = ϕL′i(qL′iγ) +O(δ),(80)
where ϕL(x) := (1 − e(x))/(qL(1 − e(x/qL)). Since the digits of α and αi agree
on positions between K ′i and K
′
i + Li, it follows that |γ| ≤ q−L
′
i . We note that
ϕL(0) = 1, ϕL(±1) = 0 and ϕL has no other zeros in [−1, 1] for L ≥ 1 and
ϕL(x)→ ϕ∞(x) := |1− e(x)| /(2πx) as L→∞ uniformly in x.
Now, (75) follows directly from (80), unless the main term in (80) is small, which
is the case when |γ| is close to q−L′i . More precisely, let us pick a parameter δ′ > 0,
small but considerably larger than δ; we aim to show that the left hand side of (76)
is ≫ δ′. Assuming that δ′/δ is sufficiently large (in absolute terms), the expression
in (76) is ≥ δ′/2 provided that
(81) ϕL′
i
(qL
′
iγ) ≥ δ′,
in which case we are done.
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Suppose now that (81) fails to hold. A standard calculus argument shows that
qL
′
iγ = ±1 + O(δ′), meaning that the expansion of γ contains a long string of
(q − 1)’s starting at position L′i (of length ≥ logq 1/δ′ − O(1)). In this case, we
need to go back in the construction and replace αi with α
′
i = αi ± O(q−L
′
iδ′) and
change the relevant digits of α accordingly, where α′i is chosen in such a way that
for the new value of γ, say γ′, we have qL
′
i |γ′| ≪ δ′. This does not affect any of
the estimates in a substantial way since the analogue of (73) remains valid, except
that in several places δ needs to be replaced with δ′.
It now follows by elementary analysis that if δ′ is chosen sufficiently small then
(82) ϕL′
i
(qL
′
iγ′) ≥ 1/2.
Hence, the left hand side of (the modified version of) (76) is ≥ 1/2 = exp(−O(1)).
This concludes the proof of (76), and hence also of (66). 
6. Applications and further directions
Strongly multiplicativity. A sequence f : N0 → S1 is strongly q-multiplicative
if it is multiplicative and additionally f(qn) = f(n) for all n. Such a sequence is
uniquely determined by the values f(1), . . . , f(q − 1). For instance, the sequence
f(n) = e(sq(n)α) is strongly q-multiplicative for every α ∈ R. For these sequences,
the assumptions of Theorem B are particularly easy to check.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that f : N0 → S1 is strongly q-multiplicative. Then f
is of Gelfond type of order 1 unless there exists 0 ≤ p < q − 1 such that f(n) =
e(np/(q − 1)) for all n.
Proof. Let φ(α) = |Ea<qf(a)e(−aα)|. Since∣∣∣∣∣ En<qL f(n)e(−αn)
∣∣∣∣∣ = ∏
l<L
φ(qlα),
it is easy to check that f is of Gelfond type unless supβ φ(β)φ(qβ) = 1. Suppose
that the latter condition holds. Since φ is clearly continuous, there exists β with
φ(β) = φ(qβ) = 1. By the triangle inequality, this in turn implies that
1 = f(0) = f(a)e(−aβ) = f(a)e(−aqβ)
for any 1 ≤ a < q. In particular, f(a) = e(aβ) for 0 ≤ a < q and (q − 1)β ∈ Z.
It follows that f is given by f(n) = e(nβ), hence it falls into one of the cases
mentioned above. 
In other words, any strongly q-multiplicative sequence is of Gelfond type of order
1 (and hence Gowers uniform of all orders), unless it is periodic (in which case, it
has period q − 1).
Counting patterns. We are now ready to outline the proof of Theorem D. Be-
cause this is a standard application, we skip some of the technical details. Note
that by a slightly more careful reasoning it is possible to obtain a similar result
with a more explicit error term.
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Proof of Theorem D. We first prove the second part of the statement. Fix an
integer Q coprime to q − 1. By Theorem B and Proposition 6.1, all sequences
e(sq(n)p/Q) are Gowers uniform of all orders for 0 < p < Q. Put
Aj = {n ∈ N0 | sq(n) ≡ j mod Q} .
Applying Fourier decomposition
1Aj (n) = E
a<Q
e
(
a
Q
(sq(n)− j)
)
,
we conclude that the balanced characteristic functions 1Aj − 1/Q are Gowers uni-
form of all orders. It follows from the generalised von Neumann theorem, Theorem
2.4, that there are ≫ N2 progressions n, n+m, . . . , n+ (k − 1)m contained in [N ]
with n+ jm ∈ Arj for 0 ≤ j < k.
Coming back to the first part of the statement, approximating 1Ij by trigono-
metric polynomials and repeating the previous argument, we see that it will suffice
to show that for each a ∈ Z \ {0}, the sequence e(asq(n)α) is Gowers uniform of all
orders. This follows directly from Theorem B. 
Bertrandias pseudorandomness. A function f : N0 → S1 is pseudorandom in
the sense of Bertrandias [Ber64], (see also [Coq76, CKMF77]) if the correlation
coefficients
(83) γr = lim
N→∞
E
n<N
f(n+ r)f¯ (n)
exist for all r ≥ 0 and converge to 0 in density, i.e.,
(84) lim
R→∞
E
r<R
|γr|2 = 0,
meaning that f admits a spectral measure which is continuous (without atoms). It
follows from [Coq76] that a q-multiplicative sequence is pseudorandom in the sense
of Bertrandias if and only if for each α ∈ R, En<Nf(n)e(nα)→ 0 as N → ∞, i.e.,
f is oscillating of order 1. Related results are also obtained by Spiegelhofer for the
Ostrowski sums of digits function [Spi16].
If f additionally is of Gelfond type, then we can prove a sharper estimate, namely
(85) E
r<R
|γr|2 ≪ R−c
for a constant c > 0. This implies that the Hausdorff dimension of the spectral
measure is strictly positive. We first show that the limits defining γr converge
rapidly:
(86) E
n<N
f(n+ r)f¯(n) = γr +O(r logN/N).
For r = 1, considering the largest power of l dividing n we obtain a simple estimate:
E
n<N
f(n+ 1)f¯(n) =
∞∑
l=0
q∑
a=1
Pn<N
(
n+ 1 ≡ aql mod ql+1) f(aql)f¯(aql − 1)
=
∞∑
l=0
q∑
a=1
(
q−(l+1)f(aql)f¯(aql − 1) +O(min(1/N, 1/ql))
)
= γr +O (logN/N) .
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For r > 1 one can either run an analogous computation or block the terms in (86)
into intervals whose length is the least power of q exceeding r. Letting R be a large
integer and taking N = R1+ε where ε > 0 is a small constant we have
(87) E
r<R
|γr|2 = Rε E
r,n,m<N
f(n+ r)f¯(n)f¯(m+ r)f¯ (m)1[R](r) +O(logR/R
ε).
The claim (85) now follows by estimating the right hand side of (87) using the
generalised von Neumann theorem 2.4 and applying Theorem B.
Quasimultiplicativity. In [KW17], Kropf and Wagner introduce the notion of a
q-quasimultiplicative sequence, which is considerably weaker than that of a strongly
q-multiplicative sequence (by an unfortunate quirk of the terminology, a q-multiplicative
sequence need not be q-quasimultiplicative1).
A sequence f : N0 → S1 is q-quasimultiplicative if there exists r ≥ 0 such that
f(m + qt+rn) = f(m)f(n) for any n,m ∈ N0 with m < qt. This class turns out
to contain many interesting examples (see [KW17] for details), especially the block
counting sequences. In particular, the Rudin–Shapiro sequence (taking values ±1
depending on the parity of the number of appearances of the block 11 in binary
expansion of n) is 2-quasimultiplicative but not 2-multiplicative.
In light of the fact that the Rudin–Shapiro sequence is known to be Gowers
uniform of all orders by [Kon17], it seems plausible that our results can be extended
to q-quasimultiplicative sequences. We do not pursue this question further in this
paper, except to state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 6.2. Let f : N0 → S1 be a q-quasimultiplicative sequence such that
(88) sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(αn)
∣∣∣∣≪ N−c.
Then for any s ≥ 1 there exists cs > 0 such that
(89) ‖f‖Us[N ] ≪ N−cs .
Boundedness. Throughout the paper, we work with sequences f : N0 → C taking
values in S1. With minor modifications, this could be weakened to the assumption
that |f(n)| ≤ 1 for all n ∈ N0. It is possible that similar results could be obtained
for sufficiently slowly growing sequences. However, we do not pursue this line of
inquiry further.
Appendix A. Alternative proof of Theorem A
If one is only interested in proving Theorem A, an arguably simpler argument
is possible. We shall need a preliminary lemma. We note in passing that this
lemma together with Theorem 3 in [Fan17b] yields a slightly stronger conclusion in
Theorem C.
Lemma A.1. Suppose that f : N0 → S1 is q-multiplicative and c > 0. Then the
estimate
(90) sup
p∈R[x]
deg p≤d
∣∣∣∣∣ En<qL f(n)e(p(n))
∣∣∣∣∣≪ q−cL
1In general, it might be more apt to use the term “strongly q-quasimultiplicative”; however,
here we keep the existing terminology for the sake of consistency, cf. [Kon18].
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is equivalent to the apparently stronger estimate
(91) sup
M≥0
sup
p∈R[x]
deg p≤d
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n+M)e(p(n))
∣∣∣∣≪ N−c.
Proof. Assume that (90) holds. Because f is q-multiplicative, for any t,m ≥ 0 with
qt | m we have
(92) sup
p∈R[x]
deg p≤d
∣∣∣∣∣ En<qt f(n+m)e(p(n))
∣∣∣∣∣ = supp∈R[x]
deg p≤d
∣∣∣∣∣ En<qt f(n)e(p(n))
∣∣∣∣∣≪ q−ct.
It remains to split the interval [M,M+N) into q-adic intervals of the form [mj ,mj+
qtj ) where each tj appears O(1) times, and to bound each of thus obtained sums
independently, using (92). 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem A. Since the argument is presented
here only for expository purposes, we restrict our attention to the special case of
monomials of degree 2. The argument is closely modelled on the proof of a similar
assertion in [EK18].
Proof of Theorem A, case p(n) = αn2. We shall show that under the assumption
(93) sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(αn)
∣∣∣∣≪ N−c1
we have the bound
(94) sup
α∈R
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f(n)e(αn2)
∣∣∣∣≪ N−c2 ,
where c2 > 0 is a constant, dependent only on c1, to be determined in the course
of the proof. By Lemma A.1, we may assume that N = qL is a power of q.
Fix a value of α, and denote the expression on the left hand side of (94) by
S :=
∣∣En<Nf(n)e(αn2)∣∣. The strategy of the proof is to attempt to show (94) by
the van der Corput inequality. Either this attempt succeeds, in which case we are
done, or we are able to extract useful information about α, which then enables us
to apply a different method.
Let δ > 0 be a small constant, and let H ∼ qδL be a power of q. Applying van
der Corput inequality, we conclude that
(95) S2 ≪ E
h<H
∣∣∣∣ E
n<N
f¯(n)f(n+ h)e(2hαn)
∣∣∣∣+O(H/N).
As the next step, we further split the inner average in (95). Let Q ∼ q2δL be a
power of q; writing any n < N as n = Qn′ +m with m < Q we obtain
(96) S2 ≪ E
h<H
E
m<Q
∣∣∣∣∣ En<N/Q f¯(Qn+m)f(Qn+m+ h)e(2hQαn)
∣∣∣∣∣+ O(H/N).
The inner average in (96) is particularly easy to analyse if m + h < Q, in which
case q-multiplicativity of f implies that f¯(Qn+m)f(Qn+m+h) = f¯(m)f(m+h),
whence we can simplify:∣∣∣∣∣ En<N/Q f¯(Qn+m)f(Qn+m+ h)e(2hQαn)
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ En<N/Q e(2hQαn)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
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Using the trivial bound when m + h ≥ Q or h = 0, and applying the classical
estimate |En<Xe(θ)| ≪ 1/(X ‖θ‖), we conclude that
(97) S2 ≪ 1
N/Q
· 1
min1≤h<H ‖2hQα‖ +O(1/H) +O(H/Q).
If S2 ≪ q−δL, we are done (and we may take c2 = δ/2). Otherwise, (97) implies
that there exists k ≪ q3δL with k 6= 0, such that ‖kα‖ ≪ N−1+3δ. Write α = l/k+ζ
with l ∈ Z and |ζ| ≪ N−1+3δ.
We may now use the above Diophantine approximation of α to bound the portion
of the sum defining S corresponding to a long interval. It will be convenient to use
the Fourier expansion
e(n2j/k) =
k−1∑
i=0
ai,je(ni/k),
where |ai,j | ≤ 1.
Pick M ∼ qL/10, a power of q. For any m0 ≥ 0 with M | m0 we may estimate
that∣∣∣∣∣ En∈[m0,m0+M) f(n)e
(
αn2
)∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ E
n<M
f(n)e
(
2αm0n+ n
2α
)∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
k−1∑
i=0
E
n<M
f(n)ai,le ((2αm0 + i/k)n)
∣∣∣∣∣ +O(M2 ‖ζ‖)
= O(kM−c1) +O(M2 ‖ζ‖) = O(N−c2),
where in the last line c1 is the constant from the assumption (93), and
(98) c2 = min (c1/10− 3δ, 8/10− 3δ) ;
we assume δ was chosen small enough that c2 > 0. It follows by splitting [0, N)
into disjoint intervals [mi,mi +M) that S ≪ N−c2 , as needed. 
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